
Repeat   rules   examples  

Example   1  
 

1st   attempt  MATH   54,   4   units  grade   =F   

 

2nd   attempt  MATH   54,   4   units  grade   =B  

In   this   sequence,   the   student   succeeded   in   improving   the   grade   received   after   the   1st  

attempt.    The   passing   grade   in   the   2nd   attempt   will   void   the   F   and   the   1st   attempt   will  

not   be   counted   in   the   GPA   (term   or   cumulative)   or   for   units.   The   passing   grade   in   the  

2nd   attempt   will   be   counted   in   the   GPA   (term   or   cumulative).  

Example   2  
 

1st   attempt  MATH   54,   4   units  grade   =D   

 

2nd   attempt  MATH   54,   4   units  grade   =B   

In   this   sequence,   the   GPA   earned   with   the   D   will   not   be   calculated   in   the   term   and  

cumulative   GPA   because   the   course   was   retaken   and   a   better   grade   was   received.   The  

passing   grade   in   the   2nd   attempt   will   be   counted   in   the   GPA   (term   or   cumulative).  

Example   3  
 

1st   attempt  MATH   54,   4   units  grade   =D   

 

2nd   attempt  MATH   54,   4   units  grade=    F  

In   this   sequence,   the   GPA   earned   with   the   D   will   not   be   calculated   in   the   term   and  

cumulative   GPA   because   the   course   was   retaken.   The   F   grade   in   the   2nd   attempt   will  

be   counted   in   the   GPA   (term   or   cumulative)   and   4   units   will   be   earned   from   the   D   grade  

in   the   first   attempt.  
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Example   4   

1st   attempt  MATH   54,   4   units  grade   =F   

 

2nd   attempt  MATH   54,   4   units  grade   =D   

 

3rd   attempt  MATH   54,   4   units  grade   =B   

In   this   sequence,   the   student’s   transcript   will   include   units   and   GPA   based   on   the   D   in  

the   2nd   attempt.   The   grade   of   F   received   in   the   1st   attempt   will   not   be   counted   in   the  

term   and   cumulative   GPA.   The   B   earned   in   Spring   2020   will   satisfy   requirements   and  

will   be   counted   in   the   APR   but   it   will   not   be   counted   in   the   term   or   cumulative   GPA.  

Example   5  
 

1st   attempt  CHEM   3A,   3   units  grade   =   D-   

 

2nd   attempt  CHEM   3A,   3   units  grade   =   F   

 

3rd   attempt  CHEM   3A,   3   units  grade   =   B   

In   this   sequence,   the   F   of   the   2nd   attempt   will   count   towards   the   term   and   cumulative  

GPA   even   after   the   B   grade   is   earned   in   the   3rd   attempt.   The   student   will   earn   3   units  

from   the   1st   attempt   towards   the   cumulative   total.   The   B   satisfies   the   curricular  

requirement.  

Example   6  
 

1st   attempt  SPANISH   25,   3   units  grade   =   NP   

 

2nd   attempt  SPANISH   25,   3   units  grade   =   B   

 
In   this   sequence,   the   student   earns   3   units   and   GPA   from   the   2nd   attempt.  
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Example   7  
 

1st   attempt  CHEM   3A,   3   units  grade   =   F   

 

2nd   attempt  CHEM   3A,   3   units  grade   =   F   

 

3rd   attempt  CHEM   3A,   3   units  grade   =   B   

 
In   this   sequence,   only   the   F   from   the   2nd   attempt   is   calculated   in   the   term   and  
cumulative   GPA.   When   the   grade   of   B   is   received   in   the   3rd   attempt,   the   student   will  
earn   3   units   towards   the   cumulative   total.  
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